
On Ice Protocol for Regular Curling 

Sheets 2 & 5 will access the ice area first and proceed to the far end of the rink, skips included.  All personal 

belongings will be required to be kept at the away end.  Distancing wave in lieu of a handshake will take place 

at the away end. 

Sheets 1, 3, 4, & 6 will start at the home end, keeping all personal belongings behind the sheet at the home 

end.  Distancing wave in lieu of a handshake will take place here.  

Warmups and stretching will be done at ice level, maintaining a distance of 6 ’from other players.   

Maintain 6 ’distance between players on the backboards and on the ice surface at all times.   

Do not pull out the opposition’s rock.  Touch your own rocks only. 

Cleaning of the bottom of the rock is done at your own risk.  Best practice is to use your own broom to do so. 

ONE SWEEPER ONLY AT ONE TIME. No “switching” or “relaying” teammates during a single rock but, you can 

trade after each rock, if desired. The person in charge of the house is not allowed to sweep under any 

circumstances – No sweeping behind tee-line. Skip of non-delivering team must remain near the hack until the 

other team has relinquished control of the house. 

Note the marker’s in the ice indicating space of 6’.  While awaiting your turn, or waiting to sweep, choose 

those marked spots when possible. 

Measurement - If a measurement is required, the third will sanitize their hands prior to getting the measuring 

stick and again after returning the stick. 

Removing the rocks from play - When the end is over, the team winning the end will remove all rocks from 

play.  One member will remove the opposition rocks and another will remove their own rocks. 

Moving around the rink:  

 Sheets 1 & 6 can use the carpeted walks to move from one end to another. 

 Sheets 3 & 4 can use their own half of the centre catwalk to move about. 

SEE ALSO VIDEO ‘KEEP CALM & CURL ON THROUGH COVID’ for general idea of how a game will progress this 
season.  

Scoreboard:  One person on each SHEET will mark all of the scores for both teams, using the wipe-off marker 
provided. 

‘Virtual’ BUZZER – We do not have a ‘buzzer’ for 50+ draws, however following applies… At 1 hour 50 
minutes into your game, you will play the end you are on and NO OTHER ENDS WILL BE PLAYED.  
 

When your draw time is over: 
 Leave the rocks at the same end of the rink where you started   
 Take all personal belongings 
 Leave the ice in the same fashion as you arrived and go back to your designated chair. 
 

Electronic Standings:  ONE member of the winning team will be responsible to ‘post’ the WIN electronically 
using the tablet provided on the main floor, or through their own computer or mobile device after their game.  

Sanitize your hands as you leave. 

 

https://youtu.be/Y_KjKuUDbxQ

